
Q1 - What is your experience in SDGs teaching resources use and/or 
dissemination?

Diversity - teachers educators, teachers, lecturers, curriculum developers, members of 
school boards, researchers...

- More high quality resources for teachers, easily accessible 

- These materials of GUG came in the right timing - interest is growing and also the political good or 
not so good (resistance) timing 

- There are different teaching resources -  but teachers need support to see the wider pictures and 
how their subjects are related

- The challenge to bring together different projects 
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Q2 - Which kind of teaching resources and teachers training can contribute 

to better embed GCE and SDGs in formal education?

- Connecting SDGs with daily lives 

- Not just topics but also characteristics:
- prepare materials for online teaching 
- listen to students - promote students iniciatives - pupils-centred processes
Short videos, podcast with the voices of students…
Adapting classic approaches to the new tools and mechanisms

- Starting point for cooperation among teachers - cross curriculum approaches

- Very high quality resources but also the training how to use - pedagogy, methodological 
support for teachers
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Q3 - Which role teaching resources can play in connecting schools and local 

communities to the knowledge and implementation of SDGs?

The learning resources help to involve the participation of all stakeholders in the educational process.

Big next challenge in educational processes 

- collaborate with students from other countries to exchange and to understand the importance 
and other perspective

- pupils take home their learning
- each school has a governing body, so that can also connect with the community
- bringing CSOs into the classroom
- how to bridge with the private sector? This need a bigger focus - explore the Mission and Values 

(eg SDG 12)
- schools are a door to society - provoque interest in the society

We need teachers to inspire the students 
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Q4 - How can you contribute to enhance and to disseminate SDGs focused 

teaching resources and teachers’ education on SDGs?

- Online platforms
- sharing outputs of project across the projects (connection to other DEAR projects)
- Keep on building teachers capacity and be side by side to them
- Pedagogical teachers communities  (they create and share material, conferences, courses, 

etc…) - from teacher to teacher (bottom-up)
- Teachers are tired of teaching the old way - SDGs and GCE is a good opportunity for 

collaborative and interdisciplinary projects - a new approach to education
- International community of educators and students

Be an advocate! Use every opportunity to share with ALL stakeholders, especially parents, 
inspectors, trustees, the local authority - walk the talk and others will become interested 
and want to know more
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